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Abstract: Industrial control terminals play an important role in industrial control scenarios. Due to
the special nature of industrial control networks, industrial control terminal systems are vulnerable
to malicious attacks, which can greatly threaten the stability and security of industrial production
environments. Traditional security protection methods for industrial control terminals have coarse
detection granularity, and are unable to effectively detect and prevent attacks, lacking real-time
responsiveness to attack events. Therefore, this paper proposes a real-time dynamic credibility
evaluation mechanism based on program behavior, which integrates the matching and symmetry
ideas of credibility evaluation. By conducting a real-time dynamic credibility evaluation of function
call sequences and system call sequences during program execution, the credibility of industrial
control terminal application program behavior can be judged. To solve the problem that the system
calls generated during program execution are unstable and difficult to measure, this paper proposes
a partition-based dynamic credibility evaluation method, dividing program behavior during runtime
into function call behavior and system call behavior within function intervals. For function call
behavior, a sliding window-based function call sequence benchmark library construction method
is proposed, which matches and evaluates real-time measurement results based on the benchmark
library, thereby achieving symmetry between the benchmark library and the measured data. For
system call behavior, a maximum entropy system call model is constructed, which is used to evaluate
the credibility of system call sequences. Experiment results demonstrate that our method performs
better in both detection success rate and detection speed compared to the existing methods.

Keywords: dynamic credibility; dynamic metrics; program behavior analysis; program structure
graph analysis; behavior monitoring

1. Introduction

With the continuous improvement of industrial automation, industrial control systems
have become an indispensable key infrastructure in various industries. Compared with
traditional IT systems, industrial control systems are more concerned with real-time perfor-
mance, reliability, and security. In industrial control systems, industrial control terminals
are important components that typically involve devices such as sensors, actuators, and
scheduling instruments, which can directly control production lines or other industrial pro-
cesses. While the widespread application of industrial control systems has brought many
security issues, recent security threat reports [1] show a significant increase in software
vulnerabilities over the past decade, with most information security vulnerabilities coming
from endpoint devices such as mobile devices and IoT smart devices that are vulnerable to
attacks. These attacks can not only lead to production line paralysis but also disrupt normal
industrial production, causing economic and human losses [2]. Therefore, the security
threats to industrial control terminals have received high attention.

The common attacks on industrial control terminals are code reuse attacks and mimicry
attacks. Code reuse attacks achieve the attack goal by directing the program control flow
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to special code snippets, which have strong destructive power. To detect code reuse
attacks, techniques such as stack randomization, code signing, and address space layout
randomization can be used, but these techniques produce higher latency, so they are not
highly applicable in industrial control scenarios.

Mimicry attacks [3] refer to attackers using legitimate execution call sequences to
achieve attack goals by modifying parameters within the called function. Techniques such
as parameter discovery [4] or data flow analysis [5] can be used to detect these attacks.
However, it is difficult to ensure full coverage of all input parameters in the application
program, and the parameter discovery process is tedious and time-consuming. Data
flow analysis detection produces a large number of false positives when dealing with
exceptional situations and also incurs high system load and operating costs. Therefore,
both technologies have lower accuracy in detecting mimicry attacks.

Based on the problems with current attack detection techniques for industrial con-
trol terminals, there is a requirement to improve the running safety of industrial control
terminal applications from both the accuracy and real-time aspects. Static analysis [6] is
based on the source code of the program itself and can obtain accurate information. Dy-
namic measurement [7] can monitor and statistically analyze specific metric objects during
program execution, avoiding the resource consumption and time cost associated with
analyzing the entire program. Therefore, this paper combines static analysis and dynamic
measurement, which divides program execution behavior into function call behavior and
system call behavior, obtains a complete and lightweight function call sequence through
static analysis, and establishes a benchmark library. We design a sliding window execu-
tion sequence measurement method and a maximum entropy system call model based
on dynamic measurement to measure program behavior, which matches and evaluates
real-time measurement results based on a benchmark library. Our proposed mechanism
can achieve symmetry between the benchmark library and the measured data, and improve
the accuracy and real-time performance of dynamic credibility evaluation.

In summary, this paper conducts research based on program execution flow to address
the issues of code reuse attacks and mimicry attacks on industrial control terminals. We
design a real-time dynamic credibility measurement evaluation mechanism that combines
static analysis and dynamic measurement techniques. This mechanism is a novel and
effective industrial control terminal security detection technology with high detection
accuracy and real-time performance. Its application will help to ensure the security of
industrial control terminals and further improve the reliability and stability of industrial
automation systems.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. Constructing a benchmark library for function call sequences based on sliding win-
dows. Traditional industrial control terminal program security protection methods
often use signature- or rule-based detection methods, which have coarse detection
granularity and cannot effectively detect and prevent attacks. We use a sliding win-
dow execution sequence measurement method to measure the sequence of application
layer function calls, and establish a complete lightweight benchmark library based
on the measurement values. The benchmark library lays the foundation for the sub-
sequent implementation of the dynamic credibility evaluation of application layer
function call sequences.

2. Proposing a partition dynamic credibility evaluation mechanism. Traditional indus-
trial control terminal security detection technology usually uses offline scanning for
detection, which lacks real-time performance and cannot respond quickly to attack
events. Meanwhile, the system calls generated during program execution are unsta-
ble and difficult to measure. We propose a dynamic credibility evaluation method
between partitions, which divides runtime program behavior into application layer
function call behavior and system call behavior within function intervals. For the
application layer function call sequence, a trust measurement method based on sliding
window execution sequence is used. The real-time measurement results are evaluated
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based on the benchmark library. For the system call sequence within the function
interval, a maximum entropy system call model is constructed and used to evaluate
the credibility of the system call sequence.

In Section 2, we review approaches in the existing literature. In Section 3, we introduce
the mechanism of program behavior trust measurement, including the dynamic credibility
measurement of function call sequence based on sliding windows and the credibility
evaluation for system calls within the interval based on maximum entropy. In Section 4,
we conduct experiments on the method proposed in this article and present the results.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Analysis of the Current State of Research

This article proposes a fine-grained dynamic credibility measurement and evaluation
for industrial control terminal, which requires a trusted behavior measurement analysis
of program behavior. Trusted behavior measurement is the process of analyzing program
execution behavior to determine if the actual behavior matches the expected behavior.
The program behavior integrity measurement framework IMA [8] employs a “load-time
measurement” approach, which uses hash algorithms to verify whether the program code
matches the expected behavior to ensure software behavior integrity. However, this method
can only indicate that the program behavior has not been tampered with before running,
and cannot verify whether the program behavior during running is trustworthy.

Control Flow Integrity (CFI) achieves trusted behavior measurement by restricting
unexpected control flow to unauthorized positions [9]. Many CFI technologies have been
proposed in recent years [10–12], mainly divided into two types: fine-grained and coarse-
grained. Fine-grained CFI, also known as strict type CFI, has high accuracy and effectively
identifies control flow attacks to ensure software behavior integrity while reducing false
positives. However, since fine-grained CFI usually enforces shadow stacks, it results in
significant performance overhead. In order to solve performance issues, some researchers
proposed coarse-grained CFI, also known as loose CFI [13], which has lower performance
overhead, but has been proven to be relatively less secure [14] and has certain limitations
in obtaining application details [15].

Due to the issues of large performance overhead, complex implementation processes,
and poor compatibility in measuring program behavior integrity, CFI cannot meet the
requirements of trusted behavior measurement in industrial control scenarios. Abera
et al. [16] proposed a Control Flow Attestation (C-FLAT) architecture for verifying the
trustworthiness of program behavior on industrial control devices, but this method involves
a great deal of computation and the classification processing of some basic blocks, resulting
in low real-time performance.

Reference [17] creates a software behavior model based on n-gram [18,19], using
fixed-length system call sequences to represent program behavior, and predicting the next
system call sequence by statistically analyzing the frequency of n consecutive system calls.
Since this model does not assume any prior probability distribution, it is sometimes more
applicable than Markov chain and Hidden Markov Models. However, when using n-gram
to create a program behavior model, the program behavior sequence needs to be divided
into multiple sub-sequences of the same length, which is less flexible in the application
environment. The variable-length sequence model (Var-gram) [20] has improved the n-
gram model, but both models represent all system calls, including some low-security system
calls, which increases the time cost of the program trusted behavior measurement process.

Dynamic symbolic execution [21–23] can integrate specific program execution behav-
iors and program symbolic execution behaviors, providing an accurate memory model
and significant effect in detecting memory-related errors. However, symbolic execution
is prone to path explosion problems and lacks scalability [24,25], making it unsuitable for
industrial control scenarios.

Amer E et al. [26] established a behavior model based on API call sequences for the
trusted behavior of API calls in industrial control scenarios, depicting the actual behav-
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ior relationship between API functions for devices with more API calls. However, this
model is only applicable to industrial control devices with more API calls and has limited
applicability for devices with fewer API calls.

Based on the characteristics of the program in industrial control devices, this article
divides program behavior into function call behavior and system call behavior by function-
level interval partitioning, and only considers important system calls for system call
behavior, designing a program behavior dynamic trust measurement and evaluation system
with accuracy and real-time performance.

3. Research Content
3.1. Function Call Sequence Trust Measurement Evaluation

Due to the fact that there are fewer and more stable call sequences during program
execution, this paper uses a partial matching method to measure function call sequences.
Traditional measurement methods include one-to-one matching and overall matching. If
one-to-one matching is performed for function call sequences, the time for dynamic trust
measurement will be increased. If the entire function call sequence is to be measured, the
measurement result can only be obtained after the program is executed, which does not
meet the real-time requirements of dynamic trust measurement. Therefore, this paper
uses a sliding window execution sequence measurement method to partially track and
measure the dynamically monitored function call sequence, and compares the real-time
measurement results with the benchmark library to obtain a reliable evaluation result
for the internal function call sequence of the program. The dynamic trust measurement
evaluation process of function call sequences is shown in Figure 1, and func1-func16 is an
example of a sequence of function calls arranged in order.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of dynamic trust measurement evaluation process for function call se-
quences.

The dynamic trust measurement evaluation requires the use of a benchmark library as
a comparison standard. Therefore, this article first constructs a low-complexity program
execution flow graph, then traverses the program execution flow graph to obtain a complete
sequence of function calls, and finally establishes a benchmark library through the sliding
window execution sequence measurement method. The steps of this process are as follows.
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3.1.1. Construction of Function-Level Execution Flow Graph (FEFG)

The function-level execution flow graph focuses on the control and data dependencies
between functions, and is a prerequisite for extracting the sequence of function calls. Its
construction process is shown in Figure 2.
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1. Construction of Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)

Firstly, a lexical analyzer is used to scan the source program, recognize words based
on word formation rules, generate lexemes, and ultimately generate lexical units as output.
Next, a syntax analyzer is used to organize and convert the tokens’ output by the lexical
analyzer into sequences defined by the target language syntax, and construct tokens into
hierarchical structures such as syntax analysis trees or abstract syntax trees.

2. Construction of Control Flow Graph (CFG)

A control flow graph expresses the possible flow directions of all basic blocks in a
program, consisting of basic blocks and control flows, where basic blocks are nodes of the
graph and control flows are directed edges of the graph.

Assuming the set of program basic blocks is B = {v0, v1, . . . , vn}, for each basic block
vi, there are corresponding start instructions Ini and stop instructions Outi. By traversing
the stop instruction of each basic block vi, if the target of the stop instruction is to start the
instruction of basic block vj, a directed line segment is drawn from vi to vj as the control
flow from basic block i to basic block j. After traversing all the basic blocks, the entire CFG
is obtained. The basic blocks with an in-degree of 0 are the entries of the program, and the
basic blocks with an out-degree of 0 are the exits of the program.

The construction algorithm of CFG is shown in Algorithm 1.

3. Construction of Program Dependency Graph (PDG)

The program dependency graph is obtained from the data dependency graph (DDG)
and the control dependency graph (CDG), where the data dependency graph describes the
constraint relationship between data, while the control dependency graph describes the
constraint relationship of statement execution.

Firstly, Algorithm 2 is used on the basis of CFG to construct a CDG based on the
forward dominance relationship of nodes.

Then, DDG is constructed based on all variables in the program and their relationships.
The construction process is shown in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 1: Program Control Flow Graph Construction Algorithm

Input: Gast = (V, E, root), program source code
Output: Gcfg = (V, E, entry, exit)
1. def buildCFG(Gast):
2. Initialize Gcfg;
3. for v in Gast:
4. if isConditionNode(v) then
5. branch(v, Gcfg);
6. if isSequentialNode(v) then
7. next(v, Gcfg);
8. if isReturnNode(v) then
9. sign(v, Gcfg);
10. if isJumpNode(v) then
11. target(v, Gcfg);
12. return Gcfg;

Algorithm 2: Control Dependency Graph Construction Algorithm

Input: Gcfg = (V, E, entry,exit)
Output: Gcdg = (V, E, entry)
1. def buildCDG(Gcfg):
2. Initialize Gcdg;
3. for v in Gcfg:
4. for each subsequent node vs of v:
5. if there are no loops on the path from v to vs:
6. add_directed_edges(vs, v, Gcdg);
7. if the path from v to vs contains one or more loops:
8. for the head node vl of innermost loop:
9. add_directed_edges(vl, v, Gcdg);
10. for each dominant subtree vd of v:
11. add_directed_edges(vd, v, Gcdg);
12. return Gcdg;

Algorithm 3: Data Dependency Graph Construction Algorithm

Input: Collection N of variables, constants, functions, and statement blocks
Output: Gddg = (V, E, var)
1. def buildDDG(N):
2. Initialize Gddg

3. for v in N:
4. for each input variable vx of v:
5. if vx not in Gddg:
6. add(vx, Gddg);
7. for all statement nodes vu before v:
8. if the output variable of vu contains vx:
9. add_directed_edges(vu, vx, Gddg);
10. for each output variable vy of v:
11. if vy not in Gddg:
12. add(vy, Gddg);
13. for all statement nodes vw after v:
14. if the input variable of vw contains vy:
15. add_directed_edges(vy, vw, Gddg);
16. return Gddg

Finally, the nodes in the CDG are traversed, which determine the basic relationship
between each statement represented by the nodes. Then, data dependency edges and
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control dependency edges are established based on the types of operands in the statement
nodes. Finally, PDG is obtained. The merging process is shown in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Program Dependency Graph Construction Algorithm

Input: Gcdg = (V, E, entry), Gddg = (V, E, var)
Output: Gpdg = (V, E, entry, exit)
1. def buildPDG(Gcdg, Gddg):
2. Initialize Gpdg;
3. for vB in Gcdg:
4. add(vB);
5. for each statement I in vB:
6. add(I, Gpdg);
7. for each operand O of I:
8. if O is variable:
9. add_data_dependency_edge(O, P, Gpdg);
10. if O is label:
11. add_control_denpendency_edge(O, vB, Gpdg);
12. for the out-edge E of vB:
13. if Q is a conditional branch or loop:
14. add_control_denpendency_edge(vB, O, Gpdg);
15. if Q is an unconditional branch:
16. add_control_denpendency_edge(vB, O, Gpdg);
17. For each successor R of Q and the successor S of vB:
18. add_control_denpendency_edge(R, S, Gpdg);
19. return Gpdg;

4. Construction of Function Level Execution Flow Graph (FEFG)

AST is generated based on functions, so we use AST to extract function calls. Then, the
PDG is combined to increase control and data dependencies between functions. Finally, a
complete low complexity program structure diagram is obtained. The construction process
is shown in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5: Function-level Execution Flow Graph Construction Algorithm

Input: Gast-unite = (V, E, root), Gpdg = (V, E, entry,exit)
Output: Gfefg = (V, E, entry, exit)
1. def buildFEFG(Gast-unite, Gpdg):
2. Initialize Gfefg;
3. for func in Gast-unite:
4. Gfefg [func]← set()
5. for func in Gpdg:
6. for each successor succ of func:
7. add_control_dependency_edge(Gfefg, func, succ);
8. for each predecessor pred of func:
9. add_data_dependency_edge(Gfefg, pred, func);
10. return Gfefg;

3.1.2. Construction of Benchmark Library

The construction of a benchmark library relies on the sequence of function calls during
program runtime. In order to determine the order of function calls and parameter transfer
methods, the acquisition of function call sequences requires the static analysis of the
function level execution flow graph (FEFG), and the reachability and data dependency
relationships between functions. Therefore, this article uses depth first search (DFS) [27] to
traverse FEFG and obtain the sequences of function calls.
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After obtaining the function call sequences, a sliding window fast measurement
mechanism is used to measure them partially, and the measurement results are stored as
benchmark values in the benchmark library, laying the foundation for the implementation
of dynamic credibility measurement evaluation in the program. The construction process
of the benchmark library is shown in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6: Measurement Algorithm for Function Call Sequences Based on Sliding Windows

Input: func_call_seq
Output: hashValue
1. Set window_ size;
2. Set sliding_step;
3. Initialize an empty window list win_ list;
4. Initialize a temporary window temp_ win;
5. for each function func in func_call_seq:
6. while size of temp_win is not equal to window_size:
7. add func to temp_win;
8. add temp_win to win_list;
9. slide temp_win;
10. repeat step7 to step9 until the func_call_ seq is traversed;
11. for each window w in win_list:
12. add hash value of w to hashValue;
13. return hashValue;

3.1.3. Dynamic Credibility Measurement of Function Call Sequence Based on
Sliding Windows

Quick measurements are carried out for each function call subsequence in each sliding
window, and then the measurement results are traversed and matched in the benchmark
library for security evaluation. If the match fails, the program behavior is considered
untrustworthy. The program will be terminated and an error message will be issued. If
the match succeeds, the address where the matching value is located in the benchmark
library is recorded as the base address for subsequent comparison, and the sliding window
continues to move forward. The function call sequence trust measurement evaluation
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7: Trust Measurement Evaluation Algorithm for Function Call Sequences Based on
Sliding Windows

Input: Benchmark library, real-time measurement value
Output: Evaluation result
1. while the program is running do
2. get the real-time execution flow of function calls;
3. slide window forward;
4. generate metric-object using window;
5. measure each metric-object;
6. match metric-results in the benchmark library;
7. if match failed:
8. terminate the program;
9. return NOT_TRUSTED;
10. get address of metric-results;
11. continue program execution;
12. end while
13. return TRUSTED;

The storage address of the first measurement value in each function call path is used as
the address of that path. During dynamic matching, if the current matching value is found
in an execution path, then the function call sequence within the current window is part of
that execution path. The address where the matching value is located in the benchmark
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library is recorded, and used as the base address for subsequent comparison with the
benchmark values that follow along that path. The subsequent function call subsequences
will be compared within the subsequent windows along the path.

3.2. Trust Measurement Evaluation for System Call Sequences

Due to the uncertainty of program execution, a large and variable number of system
call sequences are generated at each time the program runs. If a matching method is used
to measure these system call sequences, a high false positive rate will occur. Therefore, the
uncertainty of program system call sequence behavior needs to be taken into account. Since
the maximum entropy is a probability statistical method used to solve uncertainty problems,
this paper models the behavior of the function interval based on the maximum entropy
principle, and computes the probability of the occurrence of key system call sequences.
Based on the probability distribution, whether a new system call sequence is trustworthy
can be judged, which effectively reduces the false positive rate and improves the accuracy
of measurement.

Therefore, compared with machine learning-related program behavior models, we
propose a maximum entropy-based system call model, which uses the function interval as
the unit of partition to divide the program into intervals and narrow down the range of
program behavior represented by the model. The features within each function interval
are represented independently of each other, which can improve the effectiveness of the
features and the model.

3.2.1. Maximum Entropy Model

Jaynes [28] proposed the maximum entropy theory in 1957, which is based on the
basic principle of establishing a statistical calculation model on known information factors.
By excluding the influence of unknown factors, the most uniform probability distribution
of known facts is obtained, and the deviation is minimized while maintaining uncertainty.
The maximum entropy theory achieves this goal by making optimal inferences about
unknown factors under known conditions, where entropy is used to measure uncertainty,
and maximum entropy corresponds to the prediction model under maximum uncertainty.

In the principle of maximum entropy, it is necessary to first define some characteristic
functions fi(x,y), where x represents the input variable and y represents the output variable.
These characteristic functions can be in any form, such as indicator functions, polynomial
functions, etc.

Then, some constraints need to be given, that is, the expectation EP( fi) of the feature
function fi(x,y) regarding the empirical distribution P(X, Y) is equal to the expectation
EP( fi) of the feature function fi(x,y) regarding the conditional distribution P(Y|X) and
empirical distribution P(X), as shown in Formulas (1)–(3).

EP( fi) = EP( fi) (1)

EP( fi) = ∑
x, y

P(x, y) fi(x, y) (2)

EP( fi) = ∑
x, y

P(x, y)P(y|x) f i(x, y) (3)

Next, the objective function is defined, which is the conditional entropy on the condi-
tional probability distribution P(Y|X), as shown in Formula (4). This objective function
can be understood as maximizing the uncertainty or entropy of the system.

H(P) = −∑
x,y

P(x)P(y|x)logP(y|x) (4)

The solution of the maximum entropy model can be achieved through the Lagrange
Multiplier Method, as shown in Formulas (5) and (6).
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L(P, λ) = H(P)−∑
i

λi

(
∑
y

P(y | x) fi(x, y)− E[ fi(x, y)]

)
(5)

Then, the derivative of L(P, λ) over P(y|x) can be found, and be made equal to 0, and
then the optimal solution is obtained.

P(y|x) = 1
Z(x)

exp

(
∑

i
λi fi(x, y)

)
(6)

where Z(x) is the normalization constant. The maximum entropy model is not unique;
it depends on the selection of the feature function fi(x,y) and the setting of constraint
conditions. Therefore, in practical applications, it is necessary to make reasonable feature
selection and constraint conditions based on specific problems.

3.2.2. System Call Credibility Measurement Model Based on Maximum Entropy

In this paper, the maximum entropy system call model is applied to the dynamic
credibility measurement evaluation of system calls within the function interval. The main
process is as follows:

(1) Feature extraction. Select appropriate features according to different tasks and re-
quirements, such as call frequency, call time, etc., and convert the original data into
feature vectors.

(2) Model training. Use the maximum entropy model to train the model and obtain a
model with high accuracy and strong generalization ability. Through training, the
probability distribution is obtained.

(3) Prediction and evaluation. Use the existing eigenvectors to predict the results of un-
known data, calculate its probability distribution, and evaluate the safety of the program.

Through the above processes, we design a system call model based on maximum
entropy for system calls within function intervals. The architecture is shown in Figure 3,
which is mainly divided into two parts:
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(1) Training sample simplification: It mainly simplifies the training data, divides the
behavior intervals by function, obtains the key system calls and system calls with
high security in the interval, and obtains the training samples of the maximum
entropy model.
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(2) Model training: The training system trains the training samples, counts the behavior
probability, extracts the characteristics of the maximum entropy model, establishes
the system call model in the interval based on the maximum entropy, and stores it in
the behavior database.

Based on the above model architecture, this paper proposes an algorithm for construct-
ing a system call model based on maximum entropy. The variables and symbol meanings
used in Algorithm 8 for constructing a maximum entropy model are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Variable and symbol meanings.

Variables and Symbols Meanings

D training dataset
xi input vector of the i-th sample
yi true output of the i-th sample

fj(x,y)
a specific feature function that represents a feature function that

satisfies the constraint condition hj(y) when the input is x and
classified as y

hj(y) constraint function that represents the value of the j-th feature when
the input is x and classified as y

wj weight of the j-th feature
φ(x,y) feature vector of input vector x and classification y
P(y|x) conditional probability of being classified as y given input x

Z(x) normalization factor used to ensure that the sum of probability values
equals 1

Ep(hj) expected value of feature function hj(y) under the current model
Es(hj) expected value of feature function hj(y) given the training dataset D

λ regularization parameter used to prevent overfitting

Based on the model architecture and the variable and symbol definitions in the above
model, the maximum entropy system call model algorithm is designed according to
Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8: Construction Algorithm for the Maximum Entropy System Call Model

Input: training dataset D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xm, ym)}
feature function f (X) =

{
f1(X), f2(X), ..., f j(X)

}
Output: the maximum entropy system call model P(y|x)
1. Set hj(y) and fj(x,y) based on f (X)
2. Initialize w;
3. for each sample s(x, y):
4. φ(x,y)← convert_to_feature_vector(s);
5. for each input x:

6. Z(x)← ∑y exp
[
∑j wjhj(y)

]
;

7. for each input x and its corresponding true value y:
8. H(y|x)←−∑y P(y|x)logP(y|x);
9. Hs(Y)←−∑y∈Y

[
1
m ∑m

i=1 I(yi = y)
]
log
[

1
m ∑m

i=1 I(yi = y)
]
;

10. for each feature function hj(y):
11. Ep(hj)← ∑x,y p(x)P(y|x)hj(y);
12. Es(hj)← ∑x,y∈D hj(y)p(x, y);

13. wj ← wj +
1
λ log

Es(hj)
Ep(hj)

;

14. Exit the iteration when the change in the weight vector is less than the threshold value.

15. P(y|x)← 1
Z(x) exp

[
∑j wjhj(y)

]
;

16. return the model P(y|x);
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To determine the conditional probability distribution of the maximum entropy system
call model, the normalization factor, conditional entropy, empirical entropy, and expected
value are required to be determined. The weight parameter λ of the feature function is
then determined using the Improved Iterative Scaling (IIS) method [29]. The weight is
iterated until it is smaller than the set threshold value. Then, the conditional probability
distribution is computed. For each system call sequence, various features are extracted.
After completing the feature extraction, a feature space based on the preprocessed data is
constructed. For the first sequence, the feature space includes the frequency of four system
calls, namely, open, read, write, and close, as well as the time interval and combination
method between adjacent system calls. The model parameters are calculated, and then the
maximum entropy algorithm is used based on the system call model within the interval to
optimize the model parameters.

This article uses the maximum entropy system call sequence model to determine the
credibility of program behavior within a function interval based on the probability of key
system call sequences appearing. When measuring system call behavior within a function
interval, behavior characteristics can be identified and extracted by collecting program
behavior information during runtime. So the feature functions and constraint functions are
determined, and the credibility of system calls are judged based on probability values, as
shown in Figure 4.
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entropy.

In the evaluation of system call credibility metrics within the function interval, the
main process includes feature recognition, feature extraction, feature judgment, and trust-
worthiness metric evaluation. By analyzing and processing the system call behavior in the
function interval, the credibility of program behavior can be accurately evaluated.

In the credibility measurement evaluation, the feature recognition phase will read
the system call behavior template of the process in the program interval behavior library
according to the number of the process to be measured, and screen the program-related
features as alternative features. The template mainly contains information such as the
division of function intervals, the behavior characteristics of system calls within function
intervals, and the corresponding entropy value.

In the feature extraction phase, the credibility metric will select the behavior features
of the process to be measured in this running process from the alternative features, and
establish a feature list. The list includes two parts: feature representation and feature
occurrence frequency.

In the feature determination phase, the trust measurement part classifies the features
and determines whether the system call behavior in the interval is abnormal by judging
the features. Specifically, the probability of the current feature is calculated to determine
whether the probability exceeds the probability threshold. If the probability exceeds the
threshold, it is considered that the feature determination fails; otherwise, the feature
determination will continue.
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In the credibility measurement evaluation stage, the credibility measurement eval-
uation module will collect the results of feature determination, and determine the final
credibility measurement results of system call behavior in the current function interval
based on the results of system call behavior determination in the function interval, so as to
obtain the determination of program credibility.

Based on the above process, the maximum entropy-based system call credibility
measurement evaluation algorithm designed in this article is shown in Algorithm 9.

Algorithm 9: Maximum Entropy-Based System Call Credibility Measurement
Evaluation Algorithm

Input: the feature set F = { f1(X), f2(X), . . ., fn(X)}, the new function interval system call sequence F′

Output: the credibility measure score of F
1. for each feature fi(X):
2. Di ← calculate_occurrence_frequency();
3. DSi ← calculate_standard_occurrence_frequency();
4. for each feature fi(X):
5. pi ← Di/|F|;
6. pSi ← DSi/|S|;
7. wi ← log(pi/pSi) ;
8. define feature vector X = (x1, x2, . . ., xn), xi represents the frequency of the i-th feature in F′.
9. calculate the occurrence frequency of each feature in F′ to obtain the vector x.
10. for F′:

11. H(F’)←−
n
∑

i=1
pi×logpi;

12. Hmax ←−
n
∑

i=1
wi×xi;

13. score← 1 − (H(F′)/Hmax);
14. return score;

4. Experimental Verification

In order to validate the method proposed in this article, we designed and implemented
a program behavior dynamic credibility measurement evaluation system, which mainly
includes a behavior dynamic monitoring module, a behavior organization module, and a
credibility measurement evaluation module. Among them, the dynamic monitoring mod-
ule obtains program behavior call information during program execution. The behavior
organization module converts the program behavior information obtained from the behav-
ior dynamic monitoring module into the format required by the credibility measurement
evaluation module. The credibility measurement module is a key module for measuring
program behavior during dynamic runtime, which is responsible for evaluating the cred-
ibility of application layer function call behavior information and system call behavior
information. By testing the effectiveness and performance of the model, and comparing it
with the current influential C-FLAT scheme in the field of trusted measurement in industrial
control scenarios for attack detection, we analyzed the practical value of this system.

4.1. Evaluation of Model Effectiveness

This article evaluates the effectiveness of the model by measuring the error between
predicted and true values. Specifically, two indicators are used: Mean Absolute Deviation
(MAD) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). MAD is an indicator that measures
the average absolute error between the predicted and actual values of a behavioral model,
and can effectively reflect the accuracy of the model. MAPE is used to represent the
unbiasedness of behavior. In the process of establishing a behavioral model, both of these
indicators are of great significance and can help evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the
model. The calculation method is shown in Formulas (7) and (8).
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MAD =
1
N

s

∑
t=1

et (7)

MAPE =
1
N

s

∑
t=1

∣∣∣∣ et

dt

∣∣∣∣(×100%) (8)

where et is the prediction error of state t, et = dt− dt. dt is the predicted value of state t, dt is
the actual value of state t, and N is the total number of times the experiment was conducted.

This article uses the experimental sample database VX Heaven [30] to test the effec-
tiveness of the Var-gram model [31], Dyck model [32], FSA model [31], and our model.
The Var-gram model is a text generation model based on n-grams, which uses a variable
length context window to integrate information from multiple windows through weighted
averaging. The Dyck model is a text classification model based on a sequence of parenthe-
ses, which treats various parentheses in the text as nodes and constructs a tree structure to
represent the syntactic structure of the text. The FSA model is a formal language computing
model that consists of three important elements: a set of states, a transition function, and
a set of accepting states. The state set includes all possible states, the transition function
defines the transition rules between states, and the accepting state set indicates which states
are terminating or acceptable.

This article uses generative model to learn from sample data and ultimately generates
behavioral data for experimentation. The state monitoring number l is set. The sequence
differences are compared between the behavior sequence obtained by the expected behavior
model and the benchmark sequence of the sample. And the accuracy and reliability of the
behavior model can be evaluated. In this article, N is set to 20 and l is set to 1000, which
means setting up 1000 random collection points and conducting 20 experiments. Firstly,
the MAD values in two scenarios are compared, and s states from 1000 states are extracted
as program behavior state detection points to collect model information (20 ≤ s ≤ 1100).
The comparative experimental results of MAD under different monitoring states are shown
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Comparison of MAD under different monitoring states.

According to the results, it can be seen that when the number of state detection points
s is small, the MAD value of our model is significantly better than the other three models.
For example, when s = 20, the MAD value of our model is 10.49% lower than that of the
FSA model. When s > 300, the curve of our model is relatively flat, with MAD values
tending towards 0.125 and consistently lower than FSA’s 0.14, indicating that our model
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has better accuracy. When s > 600, the two curves of our model and the FSA model
gradually approach, indicating that when the obtained program behavior states reach a
certain number, the performance of the model tends to stabilize.

Similarly, s states were selected from 1000 states to collect information from the model,
with 20 ≤ s ≤ 1100. A total of 20 calculations were conducted to verify the unbiased nature
of the model. The Var gram model, FSA model, and Dyck model were compared. The
experimental results of the MAPE comparison under different monitoring states are shown
in Figure 6.
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The comparison results of MAPE indicate that our model tends to flatten compared to
the FSA model, and the MAPE value of our model is 17.14% lower than that of the FSA
model. When n > 400, the MAPE values of our model are all less than 13 and gradually
tend to 12, while the MAPE values of the other models are all greater than 14. Therefore,
our model has better unbiasedness.

4.2. Comparative Experiment on Attack Detection

This section compares the dynamic credibility measurement mechanism based on func-
tion partition in this paper with the C-FLAT scheme [24], which has certain influence in the
field of trust measurement in industrial control scenarios, and analyzes its practical value.

This experiment uses the sample database VX Heaven [30] to compare the detection of
three types of attacks, namely, ROP attack, mimicry attack, and code injection attack, by both
our system and the C-FLAT method, and records the time when the two methods detect the
attacks separately. This paper downloads various types of malicious software samples from
the sample library, modifies some code according to the attack method, and compiles and
runs the malicious code for testing. A ROP attack constructs ROP attack code in the sample
using techniques such as memory overlay and pointer replacement. A mimicry attack
involves adding or replacing instruction parameters and exchanging instruction order in
the code instruction sequence. A code injection attack changes conditional judgments, loop
structures, or jump statements in the code.

The experiments show that our system and the C-FLAT method can detect both ROP
attacks and code injection attacks. As for mimicry attacks, the C-FLAT scheme can partially
detect them, but cannot completely prevent this type of attack. That is because after the
program is mutated by a mimicry attack, some malicious codes’ control flow still conforms
to the detection rules of C-FLAT, which can bypass the detection of C-FLAT. Our method
separates function call flow and system call flow for detection, and considers both control
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flow and data flow during the calling process. Therefore, our method can effectively
prevent mimicry attacks compared to the C-FLAT.

The performance test results are shown in Figure 7.
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The experimental results show that in the detection of ROP attacks, our system’s
detection efficiency is 40% higher than that of the C-FLAT method. In the detection of
mimicry attacks, our system’s detection efficiency is 48% higher than that of the C-FLAT
method. In the detection of code injection attacks, our system’s detection efficiency is
10% higher than that of the C-FLAT method. That is due to the sliding window execution
sequence measurement method used in this paper, combined with the benchmark library
for comparative evaluation, which improves the timeliness of attack detection. Based on
the maximum entropy system call model, the program behavior is evaluated by probability
distribution, which can reduce the classification discussion of different system calls and
reduce the time for credibility measurement evaluation. Therefore, our system’s detection
efficiency for these three types of attacks is higher than that of the C-FLAT method using
full path measurement.

4.3. Evaluation of Model Performance

In dynamic credibility measurement, it is necessary to perform a series of operations
on the program being measured during runtime, such as dynamic collection, sequence
processing, baseline querying, and credibility evaluation. These operations will bring
latency to the system operation, and the level of latency directly affects whether the
system can be used in industrial control scenarios. In order to test the performance of the
system, this article sets timers on the key components of the dynamic credibility evaluation
prototype system to calculate the average execution delay of each measurement stage.
Under two schemes based on n-gram [33] and our method, 1000 dynamic credibility
measures were performed on the same sample program, and the total average latency of
the credibility evaluation system was obtained. The test results are shown in Figure 8.

Through the analysis of experimental data, it can be seen that there are differences in
the impact of credibility measurement evaluation systems based on different behavioral
models on latency. During the dynamic collection process, the n-gram model and our
model take almost the same amount of time. In the process of behavioral organization, due
to the requirement of filtering the system call sequence, our model takes more time than
the n-gram model. In the benchmark query process, due to the use of the sliding window
execution sequence measurement method (window size set to 6), the window moves a
distance of 5 per unit time, while the n-gram model based scheme moves a distance of 1 per
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unit time, so our scheme is faster. In the credibility evaluation process, due to the use of an
entropy-based system call model to measure and evaluate the key system call sequences
within the function interval, the time used is lower than that of the n-gram model. Finally,
by calculating the total latency of the two schemes, it can be seen that our system has a
lower latency throughout the dynamic credibility evaluation process, indicating that this
model has greater potential for the design of efficient credibility measurement schemes.
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4.4. Discussion

Firstly, this article uses the maximum entropy system call model for the dynamic
trustworthiness evaluation of system call sequences. Therefore, it is necessary to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the maximum entropy system call model through model accuracy
experiments. The experimental results of this article indicate that due to the Var-gram
model integrating information from multiple variable length windows through weighted
averaging, the information from a single window has a greater impact on the integrated
information, resulting in lower accuracy and unbiasedness of the model. The parentheses
in the text information of the Dyck model are nodes, and the node information is relatively
single, so its model accuracy and unbiasedness are also low. The FSA model considers each
program state and aggregates the states, using a transition function to represent the transi-
tion of program states. Therefore, it has higher accuracy and unbiasedness than the Var
gram model and the Dyck model. However, the FSA model requires a transition function
to calculate and judge the states, which is highly dependent on the transition function. Our
proposed model aims to make system calls and uses entropy to calculate the frequency of
system calls. Based on the probability distribution, the system call sequence is classified.
Therefore, compared to other models, our model has higher accuracy and unbiasedness.

Additionally, due to the use of the sliding window execution sequence measurement
method, combined with a benchmark library for comparison evaluation, the timeliness
of detecting attacks is improved. Based on the maximum entropy system call model,
program behavior is further evaluated through probability distribution, which reduces
the classification discussion of different system calls and reduces the time for trust metric
evaluation. Therefore, the detection efficiency of our system for these three types of attacks
is higher than that of the full path metric C-FLAT method.

5. Conclusions

Traditional security protection methods for industrial control terminals have coarse
detection granularity, and are unable to effectively detect and prevent attacks, lacking
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real-time responsiveness to attack events. Therefore, this paper proposes a mechanism of
program behavior trust measurement that includes a sliding window execution sequence
measurement method and a maximum entropy system call model based on the research
of the static analysis and dynamic measurement. Contrast experiments with a typical
industrial control terminal security protection technology C-FLAT scheme prove that our
system can detect malicious attacks more accurately and more quickly, and is more suitable
for terminal security protection in industrial control scenarios.

This article proposes a dynamic trustworthiness evaluation mechanism based on
program behavior, which mainly improves on code reuse attacks and mimetic attacks in
industrial control terminal applications. However, there are still some areas that can be
improved. First, the dynamic credibility evaluation mechanism proposed in this article
is based on the Linux operating system and provides an implementation method for
dynamically monitoring system call sequences in the Linux operating system. The next
step is to consider implementing it in multiple operating systems to enhance the portability
of this mechanism. In addition, the maximum entropy-based system call model proposed
in this article requires multiple iterations of historical data to obtain the optimal behavioral
model. This process is relatively time-consuming and requires high data volume. Further
optimization of the model is needed to improve its self-learning efficiency in the future.
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